
Title: 

Insider Trader Commodity Scheme 

 

Purpose: 

Understanding the ramifications for people that use deception to acquire monetary gain.  

 

About the Author: 

My name is Joshua McCarty, and I am currently a Freelance Videographer who makes videos bringing 
awareness to things people should be aware of. In 2007 I got incarcerated for making poor decisions and 
spent over six years in four different prisons in Georgia. Now I try to bring awareness to recidivism and 
the roots that causes it. I have developed a curriculum and I go into transitional centers to teach the 
men all the things (resume building, interview etiquette etc.) I did not know upon my release.  

 

Learning Objectives: 

Upon completion of this Case Study, participants will be able to. 

• Understand what Insider Trading is 
• Understand the severity of Insider Trading. 
• Describe the disciplinary actions for being guilty of conspiracy. 
• Identify the differences between fraud and Insider Trading. 
• Explain procedurals for these types of actions upon find of guilt.  

 

Intended Audience:  

For individuals who trade commodities.  

Key Terms: 

Securities, Commodities, Investment Fraud. 

 

Current State of the Industry: 

Insider Trading is becoming more and more common in the business world. For some people, the money 
they currently make is never enough and they think of ways to increase their wealth, whether legally or 
illegally. Unfortunately, some people choose an illegal path for monetary gain and this impatient 
rapacity causes for the misfortune of others and ultimately, their downfall. The intense greed for 
personal gain is saw here in this case as we read a former gas trader go down for conspiracy to commit 
fraud.  



 

 

Future State of the Industry: 

People in important positions should understand the magnitude of the role they play. Everyone under 
them in the chain of command looks to them for guidance and direction. If they see the “main” person 
engaging in foul-play, they may take that as permission for them to engage in the same type of criminal 
behavior. This case study should bring awareness to certain crimes and they damage those crimes cause, 
not only to the person committing them but also to the victims the crimes were committed against.  

 

Situation: 

A gas trader admitted to conspiracy to forge documents and classified material to use and engage in 
deceptional trade in natural gas contracts. The Justice Department Criminal Division was tipped that 
Insider Trading was occurring, and an investigation ensued.  

The former employee entered a guilty plea for his intent to commit wire fraud while also naming 
another accomplice to the crime. This case is still in proceedings and is ongoing due to deeper 
investigations. 

 

Background: 

This case study concerns John Ed James. He was a Chief Operating Officer at Whiteside Energy, a 
commodities hedge fund. This hedge has a market of close to $10 billion, billions more than the next 
hedge fund in this category.  

Based on the press release, Mr. John Ed James forged certain documents and other non-disclosed 
material for the sole purpose of deception to others and for insider knowledge for his companions. Mr. 
James set up illegal pre-arranged trades that generated close to one million dollars in illicit proceeds.  

During the initial investigation and confession, Mr. John Ed James admitted that there was another 
companion in this scheme named Marcus Schultz who profited as well. Mr. Schultz already had a history 
of committing these white-collar crimes upon checking his background, the courts found that he 
pleaded guilty before to conspiracy to commit wire fraud, just one year earlier.  

 

Analysis: 

Based of the analysis of the Public Affairs release, Mr. John Ed James and Mr. Marcus Schultz plotted in 
tandem to participate in deceptive trade practices that they both agreed on to influence the market for 
their own personal reward. Even though Mr. James was the CEO of a high-profile hedge fund, that 
accolade could not deter him from his inner greed. Completely disregarding his honorable duty to 
conduct business in a truthful and integral way, he plotted on others ignorance of trading to “stack the 
deck” in his favor.  



Insider Trading schemes are becoming more and more prevalent, especially in the climate that we are in 
now as a country. This being said, the federal government and Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) are 
becoming more and more vigilant on how they notice suspicious activity and how they prepare for it.  

During Mr. James plea of guilt, he also pointed out that his accomplice, Mr. Schultz, helped him in 
deceiving others and that they both engaged in fraudulent trades in predetermined gas contracts. Mr. 
Schultz has an upcoming sentencing in mid-2021 for a past related fraud case. This naturally will hurt 
him and Mr. James in this current case because now it shows a pattern in similar criminal misconduct. 

Since Mr. James cooperated with his admission of guilt, he also helped the FBI target another co-
defendant in Mr. Schultz, This cooperation and assistance may help him acquire sympathy from the 
courts and in turn receive a lower sentence.  During sentencing, a more thorough investigation will take 
place to see if there have been any monetary exchanges. If there were additional damages, Mr. James 
will be forced to pay restitutions plus other fines.  

Even with an admission to guilt to wire fraud, Mr. James can still be facing over ten years in prison due 
to his role in this case.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quiz:  

1. Insider Trading is a Federal Offense 
a. True 
b. False 

 

2. The attempt or conspiracies to commit fraud carry a term of imprisonment of up to 30 years. 
a. True 
b. False 
 

3. Fraud and Theft is the same thing. 
a.  No - theft involves non-consensual taking; fraud involves taking by deception. 
b. No - theft and fraud focus on different types of property. 
c. Yes, but only a little 
d. Yes, to a large extent. 
 



4. Which of the following describes violations of the criminal law committed by a person of high 
social status in his job?  
a. White collar 
b. Black collar 
c. Blue Collar 
d. Insider Trading 
e. Tax Fraud 
 

5. Wire Fraud is a State offense? 
a. True 
b. False 
c. Both State and Federal 
 

6. It takes all 12 jurors for a complete guilty verdict. 
a. True 
b. False 
 

7. Which type of bank fraud includes having personal information stolen using a false online 
source? 
a. Electronic Fraud 
b. Debit card fraud 
c. Identity Fraud 
d. Theft by receiving. 
e. Check fraud. 
 

8. This Case Study gave you a good understanding of the ramifications for Insider Trading? 
a. True 
b. False 
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